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(in the press). [July, 1938 which follows a line somewhere between its lowwater margin and its high-water limits, behind which bank is the lagoon, so do the sea-currents throw down a series of sand-banks between which and the ' sea-beach' are gutters of comparatively placid water, the beginnings of lagoons, which are beautifully shown in map 1. In the course of time such a sea-bank is raised to a level at which it remains above the sea for comparatively long periods and meanwhile it becomes consolidated by the cementing action of the water and by the growth of plants, and derives accession of wind-borne material.
If the sea-waves only should hold sway, the lagoon might be wholly continuous along the sea-coast, and there would not be any cloaca (see map 1) in the seaward sancl-bank, but the rivers draining the hinterland and passing through the lagoon have to find an outlet to the sea, and in doing so they, build up the inevitable bank of sediment, as described above, and tend to separate off their channels from the lagoon, incidentally retaining a passage through the sea-bank for the passage of their waters.
Before, however, the rivers crossing a lagoon demarcate themselves their waters mingle with those of the lagoon, finally finding an outlet through the sea-bank, and when the river has demarcated itself there always remains in the river-bank a passage for flooding the lagoon over a low bank exposed in the fair-weather. Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 . Fig. 4a . Fig. 4a . 
